The efficiency of energy conversion and the stability or lifetime of 'plastic' photovoltaic cells, based on conjugated polymer! fullerene blends, are the two main issues to be improved for this type of devices. The stability of these PV cells depends potentially on a large number of factors. A brief layer-by-layer overview of these factors is given, with main emphasis on the factors possibly playing a role in the active photovoltaic layer consisting of the interpenetrating network of a conjugated polymer and a fullerene derivative. Complicated sets of photochemical processes can take place in the pure materials and in the donor-acceptor blends, both in the absence and in the presence of oxygen. Especially, photochemical [2+2] cycloaddition and cycloreversion processes have been observed for fullerene derivatives and in certain mixtures containing an oligomer and a fullerene derivative. These and other (photo) chemical processes are very likely to have an influence on the performance ofthe photovoltaic cell.
INTRODUCTION
Organic photovoltaic (PV) devices based on polymeric materials have received steadily increasing scientific attention during the last ten years.1 The potential advantages of such 'plastic solar cells' over the present commercial cells are the expected low cost of manufacture and their mechanical flexibility. Especially the bulk-heterojunction version of such cells has received much attention recently. In this type of device, a blend of an electron donor (for example a pi-conjugated polymer) and an electron acceptor (for example a fullerene derivative) serves as the active PV layer.2 Fundamental steps in molecular solar power conversion are: a. absorption of light; b. exciton migration to the donor-acceptor interface; c. electron transfer; and d. charge carrier transport to the corresponding electrodes of the solar cell. Very recently, influencing the morphology of the bulk heterojunction layer by simply changing the spin coating solvent resulted in a substantial increase of the PV power conversion efficiency to a record value of 2.5 %•3 A more intimate mixing of the components most likely resulted in both a larger internal donor-acceptor interface area (shortening the exciton transport) and increased percolation of at least one of the components (aiding charge carrier transport on the microscopic scale). Charge carrier transport in the polymer phase was further improved on the mesoscopic scale due to enhanced polymer inter-chain interactions.
Until now, (macro) organic solar cells have shown only moderate stability when sealed rigorously. Even in an inert atmosphere (in a glove box), some degradation is usually observed already within a few hours of operation up to now. Yet, research in the field of organic photovoltaics has been directed almost exclusively towards improving the power conversion efficiency of the devices. In this contribution, we address some chemical and physical aspects of bulk-heterojunction plastic solar cells that can play a role as parameters that influence the power conversion efficiency. Our main interest is in the stability aspects of the active photovoltaic layer, the bulk-heterojunction consisting of (at least) two molecular electronic components: the donor and the acceptor. These components may be present in the form of a blend of two types of molecules, e.g. a conjugated polymer as the donor and a fullerene derivative as the acceptor or two conjugated polymers of which one serves as the donor and the other as the 12 Bulk-heterojunction photovoltaic layers have also been made using a single component. In that case, molecular dyads were used in which one part of the molecule serves as the donor and another part as the acceptor; hence, the donor and acceptor are covalently linked.4'5 Other types of donor-acceptor * architectures are currently under Investigation. For example, a number of collaborating European research groups report at present on the preparation of so-called 'double cable' materials, in which a donor and an acceptor component have been coupled in such a way that an array of (fullerene) acceptors is present parallel to a conjugated polymer chain.1 All of these forms of bulk-heterojunction cells have the following three types of domains in the active layer: the donor domain(s), the acceptor domain(s), and the donor-acceptor interface domain(s). Furthermore, the types of donor and acceptor (sub) structures used have been based on conjugated polymers or ohgomers and fullererie derivatives. l'herefore. they arc likely to have at least a number of (photo) chemical stability issues in common.
A GENERAL LAYER-BY-LAYER OVERVIEW
2.1. Some Typical Device Architectures of Bulk-Heterojunction PV Cells A minimal device architecture for a bulk-heterojunction cell comprises an active donor-acceptor layer, sandwiched between two electrode layers ( Figure Ia) . The two electrodes preferably have different work functions, since this difkrencc externally induces an electric field in the bulk-heterojunction. Such an electric field, in turn, directs the photogenerated charges towards the respective electrodes to be collected. Usually, a transparent conducting oxide (TCO). in the furm of a thin layer on a substrate material (e.g. glass or, as an example of a mechanically flexible substrate. polv(ethylene terephthalate), PET2d) serves as the top electrode, in general. since i'CO's are high work function materials, a lo work function metal is taken as the counter electrode. A thin layer of aluminum (Al) commonly serves as the counter electrode.
hut other metals and alloys have also been used. In such devices, the photogenerated holes are collected at the II () electrode, and the electrons at the Al electrode.
More recently. more complicated device architectures have been developed. Most of the extra layers have been added to the basic structure after they were introduced in the field of organic light emitting diodes. A layer of commercially available highly conducting poly( 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly( styrenesulfonate) (PE1)Ol':PSS). is often applied between the TCO and the photoactive layer.2de3 In principle, this PEDOT:PSS layer replaces the 1 CO as the (PV layer contact) electrode (Figure lb) . One of the advantages of applying this conducting polymer is that an improved interlace between the active PV layer and the top electrode is obtained. This results in improved charge exchange (through that interface) with the electrode. However, its use also introduces a new organic component and two new interfaces replacing the PV laver/TCO one to the device. Figure I . Examptes of conjugated polymer/fullerene bulk-heterojunction photovoltaic device architectures on (glass or PIt ( substrates A basic three-layer structure ( ta); a four-layer structure with a PEDOT:PSS electrode layer ( Ib); and a fvc-layer structure with both a PEDOT:PSS electrode layer and a Lii tunnel harrier laver(tc.
Ultra violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) measurenients on thin layers of conjugated oligoniers oi
[6O]fullerene on metal surfaces have shown that charge transfer takes place between the first organic monolayer and the metal. A vacuum level misalignment and concurrent formation of a dipole layer was observed. Such dipole layers can hinder the charge injectton at that interface, which in turn leads to charge recombinatiori. In order to prevent the furmation of such dipole layers between either the conjugated polymer or the fullerene component and the low work function metal iii the bulk-heterojunction PV cell, a very thin layer of lithium fluoride (LiF) has been applied as an intermediate between the aluminum electrode and the active layer of the solar cell.3 Previously, the use of such a layer had been proven beneficial for the efficiency of a polymer light emitting diode.8'9. With both a LiF layer and a PEDOT:PSS layer present, the PV device architecture becomes a five-layer structure shown in Figure 1 c.
Stability issues related to the 'passive' layers and interfaces
In principle, numerous processes at different locations in the PV cells could be playing a (more or less relevant) role, in additive, cooperative, competing, or even compensating manners. Usually, workers in the field speculate in terms of oxidative processes and possible chemical processes taking place at the interface(s) between the organic materials and the electrode(s). In order to avoid oxidation, rigorous exclusion of oxygen and water is regarded as a must. Sealing materials are to play a major role in protecting the devices. Therefore, both the initial sealing properties and the environmental stability of these materials will be crucial for the lifetime of the cell. We will, however, leave these materials out of consideration in this study, together with the outer surface and bulk stability properties of the substrate and TCO. Supposing that the solar cells can be effectively protected from oxygen and moisture, all parts of the cells obviously still have to be stable under anaerobic working conditions, i.e. photochemically stable under 1000W/rn2 sun light irradiation and thermally stable up to 80 °C.
The low work function electrode is prone to oxidation by traces of oxygen andlor water. Oxidation of Al already occurs during the vacuum deposition process of the material. At the metal/blend interface, organometal compounds may be formed during the deposition.1° These compounds may readily oxidize to yield secondary degradation products.
Permanently charged molecules at the metal interface are expected to be more reactive than the bulk material. Although the new AL/LiF and LiF/blend interfaces may lead to their specific stability issues, with the introduction of a thin LiF layer, as in the device shown in Figure 1 c, the latter of the above mentioned degradation mechanisms are expected to be strongly diminished.
At interfaces between two organic layers of single materials or blends, thermally activated diffusion processes can take place. At the PEDOT:PSS I MDMO-PPV:PCBM" interface, the relatively small PCBM molecules are expected to be the most mobile ones. Such diffusion processes have also been used in plastic PV device fabrication in order to obtain stratified or gradient composite layers. In that case, rapid diffusion was obtained in the presence of a (evaporating) 12 Polymer chains of one layer may slowly penetrate the other matrix as well, depending on the compatibility of the materials.
Stability issues of the bulk-heterojunction layer
The bulk morphology of the blend of a conjugated polymer and a fullerene derivative is primarily formed during and directly after the evaporation of the solvent during spin coating or the 'doctor blade' deposition technique. The nature of the solvent and the temperature play an important role in this phase separation process. The morphology of the blend plays a crucial role in efficient charge generation and charge carrier transport. The domains of the two constituents of the blend have to form interpenetrating networks on the scale of the exciton diffusion length in the light-absorbing component. The morphology of the blend has to be thermally stable (up to 80 °C!) in order to prevent further phase separation into larger andlor non-continuous (island) domains.
In the bulk-heterojunction, three types of domains can be distinguished: the (bulk) donor domain, the (bulk) acceptor domain, and the contact (interface) area between these domains. Chemical degradation processes in these domains can be further divided in 'aerobic' I 'anaerobic' and dark I photochemical. While oxidative photodegradation of conjugated polymers has been studied in more detail, there are very few reports on the photo oxidative degradation of a PPV/methanofullerene fullerene anion radicals are formed in high yield by photoinduced electron transfer, formation of super oxide anion and subsequent degradation of blend materials by attack of °2 couldplay a role in the presence of oxygen.
A more fundamental and inherent stability issue is related to the possible dark and photochemical reactions of the constituents of the blend in the absence of oxygen and moisture. Chemical reactions that influence the electronic properties of the materials will eventually lead to changes in the device performance. Since the electronic function of all molecular materials for light harvesting and photovoltaic energy conversion takes place through the more or less extended itelectron system parts of the molecules, the photochemical stability of these parts is most important. Photochemical cycloaddition reactions are quite common for non-aromatic it-systems, while aromatic it-systems are less reactive. Such reactions can take place efficiently in the solid state. Both PPV type conjugated polymers and fullerenes contain non-aromatic CC double bonds in their functional parts of the molecular structure. Hence, a priori, photochemical cycloaddition reactions pose a serious threat to these materials. We have investigated the reactivity of PPV type oligomers and C60 in [2+2] cycloaddition reactions. In principle, this type of reaction can take place in all three domains of the blend, leading to domain specific products. Some of our findings are presented in the next paragraph.
Next to ground state and excited state chemical stability, the molecules must be chemically stable in the respective charged states that are formed upon the initial photoinduced electron transfer and during the charge carrier transport through the PV blend. As a rule, both radical cations and radical anions are rather unstable species that readily rearrange or react. Dimerization of radical anions of fullerenes as well of radical cations of conjugated oligomers is known: some salts of [ 60] fullerene are in the form of cr-dimers, while reversible formation of so-called a-or rr-dimers of oxidized oligomers is a well established phenomenon.'8 Recently, the formation of such rr-dimers was observed in chemically oxidized fulleropyrrolidme-oligo(thiophene)-fulleropyrrolidine tr'9
[2+21 CYCLOADDITON REACTIONS WITH FULLERENES

Photochemical inter-fullerene [2+2] cycloaddition
In the fullerene domain of the bulk-heterojunction blend, the individual fullerene moieties preferably have to be in close contact in order to facilitate the electron transport through that phase. We have proposed that the use of linear fullerene arrays, like regular and well-defined fullerene containing oligomers or polymers could serve as the molecular electronic wires in the acceptor phase. Such compounds are expected to have a lower percolation threshold in the conjugated polymer/fullerene blend. Furthermore, linear fullerene arrays could make the transport 'road' to the electrode shorter and enhance the inter-fullerene electron hopping probability (the principle of a 'molecular electronic highway').
We first prepared dimeric fullerene structures, in which two fullerene moieties are bound either covalently or, more recently, in a supramolecular way through two self-complementary quadruple hydrogen bonding units.20'21 In the course of the synthesis of the covalently bound fullerene dimer, in which the two fullerene units can freely have conformations in which the two fullerene units are in Van der Waals contact, we have recently discovered that two [60]fullerene units of a bis-methanofullerene, tethered by a m-phenylene bridge can dimerize photochemically through a [2+2]cycloaddition reaction of two parallel oriented CC double bonds of the respective cages.2° The reaction is depicted in Figure 2 . This dimerization process is photochemically reversible, leading to steady state mixtures of monomeric and dimeric material upon prolonged irradiation. Full recovery of the starting material (i.e. complete cycloreversion) was obtained upon heating the material above 100 °C. These results add clear proof to long-standing proposals on structures and mechanisms involved in solid state photo-and pressure-polymerized C60. Since [2+2] cycloaddition will ultimately influence the performance of devices in which the fullerene phase plays a role as electron-accepting/transporting medium, the presence of parallel oriented CC bonds in the contact area between adjacent C60 moieties has to be taken into account in the design of fullerene arrays. Furthermore, it cannot be excluded that in a PPVTPCBM blend, such dimerization processes could take place in a more random way between neighboring PCBM molecules. When pure cycloadduct was irradiated under the same conditions (concentration and reaction time), HPLC analysis of the product mixture revealed the presence of C60. We therefore conclude that the photochemical process is reversible. Next, this reaction was carried out with PCBM instead of C60. In this case, a complex mixture of both regio-and stereoisomeric products is to be expected upon reaction with 4,4'-dimethoxystilbene, since methanofullerenes in general show regioselective reactivity only to a certain extent.24 When the reaction was carried out under the same experimental conditions of concentration and time of irradiation as was used for C60, HPLC /UV-Vis analysis of the reaction mixture indeed revealed the presence of fullerene bisadducts as a complex mixture of isomers (Figure 4) . Hence, PCBM can also undergo this type of [2+2] cycloaddition. Solutions of pure PCBM in ODCB are photochemically stable in the absence of oxygen.
Alkoxy-substituted oligo(p-phenylene vinylene)s (OPVs) serve as much closer model systems for MDMO-PPV or poly {2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV) than 4,4'-dimethoxystilbene. The photochemical reactivity of C60 with two different OPVs, OPV2 and OPV4,25 was investigated using a 1/1 molar ratio in ODCB ( Figure 5 ). In both cases, no C60 derivatives were observed by HPLC/UV-Vis and thin layer chromatography (TLC) analysis of the product mixture. C60 was recovered in 98% instead. However, TLC analysis of the OPV4/C60 reaction mixture revealed the presence of a new and strongly blue fluorescent compound. Further work is necessary to prove that this may be the product of [2+2] homodimerization of the oligomer.26 To explain the fact that a 4,4'-bisalkoxystilbene showed [2+2] cycloaddition with C60 and the OPVs (especially the quite similar OPV2!) did not, differences in both electronic and steric factors may have to be considered. These factors can be quite subtle. Therefore, a possible (minor) photochemical reactivity of (methano)fullerenes with (less conjugated, e.g. close to defect parts of) p-type PPV polymers cannot be predicted from these results.
Oligo-and polythiophene derivatives have also been used in plastic solar cell research. Cycloaddition reactions between C60 and (oligo) thiophenes are unknown. Since all rr-electrons in oligothiophenes are part of aromatic rings, lowered reactivity towards cycloaddition is expected. However, a few examples of a photochemical reaction between thiophene derivatives and other olefins have been reported.27 hvX Figure 6. [60]fullerene and terthiophene.
Terthiophene (T3) serves as our shortest oligomer model system for polythiophenes. Therefore, we tested the photochemical stability of a 1/1 mixture of T3 and C60 in ODCB under the same experimental conditions as were used in the Proc. SPIE Vol. 4108 above-mentioned experiments (Figure 6 ). No C60-derivatives were observed neither by HPLC /LJV-Vis nor TLC analysis. These studies will be extended to more electron rich oligothiophenes.
CONCLUSIONS
A number of chemical factors that may play a role in the degradation of plastic solar cells were discussed. This first and general study was done with special emphasis on the conjugated polymer/methanofullerene bulk-heterojunction type cells and the active layer thereof. We have shown that methanofullerenes and certain model compounds can undergo photochemical [2+2] cycloaddition reactions in the absence of oxygen or moisture. Analogous photochemical degradation processes could, in principle, also take place in the solar cells. However, a priori extrapolation of results obtained with model compounds that have only fragments of the extended rr-electron systems of the ones applied in solar cells (e.g. a stilbene versus a PPV) is not possible. Furthermore, conjugated polymer degradation in solar cells may also take place at or close to chain defects rather than in the perfect regions. The exact chemical structure of such defects would have to be known to allow for investigation of the chemistry involved in this kind of degradation. We hope that the considerations presented in this contribution may be of help to workers in the field with respect to the choice and design of materials and with respect to the design of the device architecture of organic (plastic) 
